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The Conformity of  Geometry Content Included  in Math  Textbooks for the basic Primary 

Stage in Palestine  According to (NCTM,2000) Standards 
   This study aimed to investigate the extent of conformity of geometry content included in math. 

textbooks for the primary basic stage in Palestine according to (NCTM, 2000 standards. The study 

attempted to answer the following questions: 

1. To what extent does the geometry contents included in mathematic books  of the primary stage 
reflect the (NCTM,2000(standards? 

2. Do means of analysts estimates differ at the level ( < 0.05  α ) about the standards of geometry 

contents included in math. textbooks of the primary basic stage in Palestine to (NCTM,2000( 

standards? 

   Content analysis style was adopted according to the international math standards (NCTM,2000(  to 

the geometry contents of the primary basic stage textbooks in Palestine to (NCTM,2000(  standards. 

  The sample study consisted of mathematic text books for the first four classes of  primary basic stage 

in Palestine. The results of the study showed that: 

1. The domains of the geometry standards included in mathematic text books  of (1-4)  primary 
classes  is weak, it is 22% for the 1st class, 33.9% for the 2nd class,  11>9% for the 3rd class, 

30.5% for the 4th class. 



2. There were statistical significant differences at the level (0.05 < α ) between the  estimates 

means of analysts about the all standards geometry contents included in math.text books of the 

3rd and 4th with the international mathematic standards (NCTM,2000), and differ with the 1st 

,3rd, and 4th international mathematic standards for the 1st and 2nd primary classes in Palestine.. 
The study recommended who are responsible for the curriculum on the necessity to review the 

geometry contents included in mathematic books of the first four grades to conform to the 

international mathematic standards (NCTM,2000 . 

 


